ACCURATE. PRECISE. FAST.
SCHEDULE UP TO 100X FASTER WITH SPRY

64 bit architecture

Lightning fast speed

Scheduling & Haulage

Take advantage of modern
technology and handle massive
data sets in seconds instead of
minutes. Don’t sacrifice accuracy for speed when you can
have both!

When you can generate your
mine schedule in seconds, your
expertise is unleashed! Make
changes to your plans on the
fly, then see results & reports
without waiting.

The flexibility & speed to handle
source scheduling, destination scheduling and haulage
simultaneously. Visualise the
complete mine plan in one easy
to use product.

MINING SOFTWARE THAT WORKS JUST AS FAST AS YOU DO, SO YOU
SPEND MORE TIME ANALYSING RESULTS INSTEAD OF WAITING FOR THEM
 A complete mine scheduling and haulage solution

 Optimised multi-core, 64-bit architecture means you’re able to
process the largest mine sites with the highest accuracy

 Complete mine scheduling and haulage 3D visualisation &
animation that does not compromise on quality or speed

 Powerful, intuitive scripting system built under a modern
interface suitable for all levels of programming expertise
 Suits short, medium and long term scheduling

 Suits all mining methods and commodities

 Multi-monitor support for high productivity and comprehensive
visualisation

 Automated stage plan generation which can then be exported
to DXF, Vulcan & Minex for further processing

 Highly customisable, highly skilled support from a dedicated
team of mining and software engineers

 Easily analyse and visualise equipment interactions & haul
profiles. Review the practicality of your mine plan, ensuring it
can be implemented in the field

 Fully customisable haulage cost & revenue modelling to
compare and optimise your mine plans

SPRY: adjective, nimble; agile; energetic; brisk
MODERN MINE SCHEDULING AND HAULAGE HAS NEVER BEEN FASTER,
MORE POWERFUL OR MORE INTUITIVE. SPEND LESS TIME WAITING WITH
SOME OF THE MOST ADVANCED MINING SOFTWARE IN THE WORLD.

MINE
SCHEDULING
& HAULAGE
SOLUTION

A fully featured source & destination
scheduler as well as a powerful haulage
simulation tool, Spry applies decades of
mining expertise with modern software and
technology.

Make the switch to experience scheduling
and haulage in one complete product. No
modules, no additional charges and our
time-usage licensing means that you only
pay for what you use.

Capable of generating schedules in the
blink of an eye & simulating thousands of
haul profiles per second, with Spry you are
waiting seconds instead of minutes, and
minutes instead of hours!

We also don’t lock you into a contract and
there are no massive up-front costs. Why?
We are confident that once you have used
Spry you will never use anything else.

 Haul route generation
 Haulage simulation
 Underground scheduling
 Open-cut scheduling
 Source & destination scheduling
 Stage plan generation
 Short, medium & long term scheduling
 Multi-core, multi-monitor 64-bit
architecture
 3D CAD animation of schedule & haul
profiles

POWERFUL REPORTING
& ANALYSIS TOOLS

FEATURE LIST
 Import data from all major design packages including reserve
information, design strings, grids & triangulations, csv files or
Excel spreadsheets

 Set up equipment with variable rates, availabilities and
utilisations that can change over time

 Easily generate and manipulate equipment paths with
advanced path syntax

 Create fixed paths for equipment to follow or set rules such
as dependencies, constraints and objectives to control the
schedule or combine a hybrid of both

 Build haul profiles effortlessly using a combination of
customisable logic and fixed haulage networks

 Visualise your schedule with 3D animations built from a choice
of either triangulations or polyhedrons

 Georeferenced textures provide a level of realism for
unrivalled visualisation

 Report out quantities, qualities, rates, hours, truck counts,
haulage distances, elevation changes and much more with
ease, all exportable to Excel

Contact us for a demonstration
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Fortitude Valley
QLD 4006 Australia
Phone: +61 7 3129 4300
www.precisionmining.com
info@precisionmining.com



HAUL ROUTE GENERATION



HAULAGE SIMULATION



UNDERGROUND SCHEDULING



OPEN-CUT SCHEDULING



SOURCE SCHEDULING



DESTINATION SCHEDULING



SHORT TERM SCHEDULING



MEDIUM TERM SCHEDULING



LONG TERM SCHEDULING



MULTI-CORE, MULTI-MONITOR
64-BIT ARCHITECTURE



TRAINING AND CONSULTING
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